Abstract-A large class of three-phase electrical power systems possess symmetry conditions that make it possible to describe their behavior using single-input singleoutput transfer functions with complex coefficients. In such cases, an extended root locus method can be used to design control laws, even though the actual systems are multi-input multi-output. In this paper, the symmetric conditions for a large class of power systems are analyzed. Then, the root locus method is revisited for systems with complex coeffcients and used for the analysis and control design of power systems. To demonstrate the benefits of the approach, this paper includes two examples: 1) a doubly fed induction machine and 2) a three-phase LCL inverter.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE ROOT locus method was developed by Evans in the 1940s [1] , [2] . It is a fundamental tool that is taught in most, if not all, introductory courses on feedback systems. Root locus rules are commonly used by engineers when designing control systems and many references can be found in the literature for electrical and electronic applications. Examples include electronic power converters connected to the grid [3] , [4] , STATCOMs [5] , multilevel systems for renewable applications [6] or current-source inverters [7] , and electrical machines such as permanent-magnet synchronous machine drives [8] or doubly fed induction generators connected to the grid [9] .
The use of a conventional root locus method implies that one considers either a single-input single-output system or a multivariable system that is decoupled (possibly through feedforward or feedback action) so that it can be controlled as a set of single-input single-output systems. In the approach of this paper, a root locus approach is used for a broader class of systems. To achieve the result, a balanced three-phase system is first reduced to a two-phase system through a 3-2 transformation, and then into a single-phase system using a real to complex transformation. The last transformation is valid if the system satisfies symmetry conditions that are often applicable for electrical power systems [10] . Using this approach, applications were found where the analysis of the systems could be simplified considerably. The systems included an induction motor [11] , a self-excited induction generator [12] , a doubly fed induction machine with active/reactive power control [13] , and microgrids [14] .
Because physical systems are described by state-space models or transfer functions with real parameters, the theory of systems and control concerns almost exclusively systems with real coefficients. Few examples of dynamic systems having transfer functions with complex coefficients can be found in asymmetric bandpass and band-rejection filters [15] , mobile radio communication filtering algorithms [16] , whirling shafts [17] , and some mechanical systems [18] . Control theory tools for systems with complex coefficients are also very limited. For example, the paper [19] provides a Hurwitz test for complex polynomials and has been applied in [12] and [13] (see also [20] - [23] ). Also, extended versions of Kharitonov's criterion for polynomials with uncertain complex coefficients were studied in [17] and [24] - [28] .
Recently, the root locus rules were derived for systems for complex coefficients [29] , and general principles of symmetric systems were discussed in [30] . In this paper, we show through two examples how the complex root locus rules can be used for the design of controllers for power systems. The results are nontrivial because, although the design is performed on a single-input single-output system, the actual feedback system is a 2 × 2 multivariable system. As a result, the root locus exhibits characteristics not found in a conventional design and offers possibilities that are not available in the real case. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the systems with symmetric properties and their complex representation are introduced. Then, in Section III, symmetric properties are used to describe power systems as systems with complex coefficients and the root locus rules for those kind systems are described in Section IV. Finally, Sections V and VI include two examples (a doubly fed induction machine and an LCL inverter, respectively), where the root locus rules are used to analyze the stability of already known controllers and to propose new algorithms that improve the performance and robustness with respect to the existing ones.
system having a state-space representation
where the state, input, and output vectors can be divided into two vectors of equal dimensions such that
and the associated submatrices of A, B, and C have the structure
An important property of a symmetric system is that it can be represented as a complex system
where the complex vectors are
and the complex matrices are
Note that the complex system (4) has the half of the number of states, inputs, and outputs of the original system (1), i.e., x c ∈ R n , and u c , y c ∈ R n−m . In addition, it is proved in [12] that each root of det(sI − A c ) = 0 is a root of det(sI − A) = 0 and each root of det(sI − A) = 0 is represented in the roots of det(sI − A c ) = 0, either as itself or as its complex conjugate. Thus, knowledge of eigenvalues of the complex matrix A c is equivalent to knowledge of the eigenvalues of the real matrix A, which implies that the poles of the original system (1) can be obtained from the poles of the complex system (4), and vice versa.
Additionally, a similar relationship appears between the transfer function matrices of the original system
and the one corresponding to the complex system (4)
see [29] for further details. The root locus method is usually applied to closed-loop systems. Similarly to the general case for systems with real coefficients, the rules can be used for systems with complex description. To illustrate the approach, let us consider that system (1) is controlled by an static output feedback. The root locus rules presented in Section IV can be used in systems with the form (1) having two inputs and two outputs and the output feedback control law
where k, k R , and k I are adjustable gains. Using a complex notation
where k C = k R + jk I . Then, the closed-loop poles of (1) with the feedback law (9) can be obtained from the poles of (4) together with (10) . Letting
the poles can also be determined from the roots of the polynomial
III. SYMMETRIC PROPERTIES AND COMPLEX REPRESENTATION OF POWER SYSTEMS
Many balanced three-phase electrical systems satisfy the symmetric property introduced in the previous section. This fact implies that such systems can be represented using complex coefficients and, consequently, are suited for applying the tools presented in the next sections. This section shows how any three-phase RLC circuit can be represented in the symmetric form (1) with the property (3), or as a complex system as in (4) . A simple example is included, and some applications are given in Sections V and VI.
Consider a set of balanced electrical variables,
3 ) , and apply an abc to αβ transformation
Since the signals are balanced, the homopolar component is zero (f 0 (t) = 0) and the α and β components are in quadrature. Then, the α and β components can be represented as a complex signal [31] as
where e jωt = cos ωt + j sin ωt and F αβ = 2 3 F . The dqcomponents can be defined as
where dθ dt = ω. Note that the representation of the three-phase variables as a single complex variable f αβ or f dq is possible for arbitrary variables provided that the homopolar component is zero.
Three-phase RLC electrical circuits can generally be described as
where
and x i = (x ia , x ib , x ic ) are the set of voltage capacitors and inductor currents, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker's product, and I 3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The M matrix contains the capacitances and inductances values, J describes the interconnection among the different three-phase components, D matrix corresponds to the dissipative elements (resistance and conductances) of the circuit, and u contain the voltage and current sources which are connected through the G matrix. For simplicity, assume that mutual inductances are neglected, so that the M matrix is diagonal, J is skew-symmetric (J = −J T ), and D is symmetric and positive-definite (D = D T > 0). Using (13), the balanced three-phase system (16) can be reduced to an αβ equivalent representation
where x αβ ∈ C p , the matrix M αβ is diagonal, J αβ is skew symmetric, and D αβ symmetric and positive definite, and each phase is represented by a real coefficient. The dq-coordinates can be obtained defining
with 
where I p is the p × p identity matrix. Then, using (18) and its the time derivative in (17)
and, premultiplying by e −jθ the dq-system yields
where the fact that e −jθ ∂e jθ ∂θ = j has been used. Note that when the transformation (18) is applied in (16) , complex parameters appear in the system.
The dq-representation in (22) is still valid for nonlinear systems and, in that case, matrices would not be longer constant. However, the transfer function representation proposed in Section II will be only valid for linear ones. In addition, using the decoupling of symmetric components for unbalanced systems, the presented methodology can be applied to unbalanced power systems, through the use of two complex models corresponding to the positive and negative sequences [10] , [31] ; see example in Section VI-D.
Example: Consider the three-phase circuit shown in Fig. 1 . Its model can be written in the form (16) with
the three-phase inductor currents and capacitor voltages, and u = (v, i)
T are the three-phase voltage and current sources. Then, the space-state description with complex coefficients is given by (25) which follows the form of (4). The system can be described by
IV. ROOT LOCUS RULES FOR SYSTEMS WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS
The root locus rules characterize the movement of the closedloop poles of a system as a function of a varying parameter, k. In the case of a system with complex coefficients, the polynomial under consideration is of the from
where k > 0 is the variable gain and k C = k R + jk I . In general, the polynomials D OL (s) and N OL (s) can be represented as
Note that, because the coefficients of the polynomials are complex, the poles p i and zeros z i do not have to appear as complex pairs. By definition, the root locus is the locus of the roots of the characteristic equation D CL (s) = 0
as k varies from 0 to infinity. For convenience, we will refer to the real root locus as the locus of a system with polynomials N OL (s) and D OL (s) having real coefficients and k C = 1, and to the complex root locus when either of the polynomials N OL (s) or D OL (s) has complex coefficients, and/or k C is an arbitrary complex number. The root locus rules for system with complex coefficients were introduced in [29] and are summarized as follows.
1) Number of branches:
The number of branches of the root locus is equal to the degree of the characteristic polynomial, n. 
The center of the asymptotes is located at
4) Break-away points: A break-away point s 0 must be a root of (33) that also fulfills
5) Angle of departure from complex poles: The angle of departure from a complex pole p j of D OL (s) is given by
(37) 6) Angle of arrival at complex zeros: The angle of arrival at a complex zero z j of N OL (s) is given by
7) Imaginary axis crossing: The intersection of the root locus with the imaginary axis can be found by separating the equation
into real and imaginary parts and finding values of k for which real solutions exist for ω. Alternatively, the values for k can be obtained from the complex Hurwitz test given in [19] . Overall, the complex root locus exhibits striking similarities with the real root locus. However, peculiar differences are also observed, namely, the following.
1) The root locus, including the asymptotes, is not necessarily symmetric with respect to the real axis.
2) The center of the asymptotes does not have to be real. 3) Break-away points are less common than in the real root locus, because no portion of the real axis typically belongs to the root locus. These differences in properties are possible because the complex root locus is, in general, associated with a multi-input multi-output feedback system.
V. EXAMPLE: A DOUBLY FED INDUCTION MACHINE
In this section, the complex root locus rules are applied for the analysis of a feedback-linearizing current controller for a doubly fed induction machine (DFIM) and then used to modify the control algorithm improving the performance and robustness of the resulting closed-loop system. The dq-transformation for a DFIM is applied for the stator and rotor variables independently, i.e., the angle in (15) [32] . Then, similarly to (22) , the dq-current dynamics of the DFIM can be described as
T are the dqcurrents in the stator and rotor (subindices s and r, respec-
T are the stator and rotor voltages, R s and R r are the stator and rotor resistances, L s , L r , and L sr are the stator and rotor self-inductances and mutual inductance, respectively, and the matrices M and G are
All the parameters are positive. The stator voltage v s is assumed to be set by the power grid, and the rotor voltage v r is used as a control input to regulate the active and reactive powers produced. Assuming a fixed stator voltage, the regulation of the two powers is equivalent to the tracking of a complex stator current reference i 
A. Feedback Linearizing Control Law
In this section, we use the feedback linearizing control law for the DFIM proposed in [13] . The main benefit of using an algorithm that linearizes the closed-loop system is that the resulting one is linear and the root locus method presented in Section IV can be used. This control law in [13] is, in a complex notation
where k P and T i are control gains. The closed-loop system (40) with (42), (43) can be described by
where the matrix A CL (s) is given by
Due to the feedback linearization terms, A CL (s) does not depend on the mechanical speed, ω m . The complex polynomial
The complex polynomial can be written as (28) with
where n = 3 and m = 2. Following the root locus rules from Section IV, we get 1) Number of branches: From D OL (s) in (48), the number of branches is n = 3.
2) Starting points of the root locus:
The starting points are the roots of D OL (s) in (48)
3) End points of the root locus: As k → ∞, two roots converge to the roots of N OL (s) in (48) that are
and the other root converges to ∞ along an asymptote with an angle
and a centroid
4) Break-away points: From (36), the following complex equation is obtained
Consequently, break-away points exist for those values of R s , L r , μ, ω s , and T i that satisfy (53) together with (46).
5) Angles of departure from the complex poles:
The angles of departure from p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 are
6) Angles of arrival at the complex zeros:
The angles of arrival at z 1 and z 2 are
7) Imaginary axis crossing: From (39), the following two conditions are obtained:
For T i > μ LrRs , the conditions imply that the root locus crosses the imaginary axis for
The value of k P for crossing the imaginary axis corresponds to the stability condition given in [13] . 
B. Control Design in the Complex Domain
The analysis of the previous control design exhibits two undesirable features: the system is only conditionally stable (it becomes unstable if the gain is reduced), and two poles are poorly damped, independently to the selected gains. The use of the complex root locus can help to improve the design [30] .
The poorly damped poles are associated with the two poles at s = 0, one of which comes from the integrator in the control law and the other from the cancellation of the rotor resistance. Setting
wherev r remains as in (43) and k R is a new control gain that allows one to move one pole at the origin to the left-half plane. The result is
and N OL (s) remains the same. An extreme case is obtained by setting k R = 0 so that the denominator becomes Now, the open-loop system only has one pole at s = 0, while the other two poles are stable. An additional degree of freedom is obtained by exploiting the complex nature of (43) using a complex gain k G in
Note that the original controller (43) is recovered with k G = −j. A different choice is to set k G = 1 which results in the asymptote becoming parallel to the real axis (see red root locus in Fig. 5) . A real gain equal to 1 corresponds to passing the signals straight through, while a purely imaginary one introduces a crossing of the two channels. An improved placement of the poles can be found combining (58) and (61), where one pole at s = 0 is removed, and the angle associated with k G is adjusted between π 2 and π. Fig. 5 compares the root locus of the original control law (42), (43), in blue, with the modified one in magenta (58)-(61). Note that the controller with k R = 0 and k G = −j (green root locus) sends one pole from s = 0 to the left side of the plane (−64 − j147). In red, the root locus is displayed with the choice of k G = 1 but still canceling R r (k R = 1). The choices result in the asymptote at π, but the range of values for stability is reduced when one of the poles starts at s = 0. Finally, a combination of k R and k G offers a new scenario with three different poles. See in magenta the root locus for k R = 0.8 and k G = 1 − j1.5. The last set of values results in a placement of the poles at 76 + j61, −121 − j68, and −183 − j174 for k P = 1.8 (marked with asterisks in Fig. 5 ). Note that the design using the root locus properties resolved the problems found in the original design by yielding a system that is stable for all gains and pole locations associated with desirable transient responses.
Summing up, the use of the complex root locus method improved the performance (response time) and the robustness (stable for all k gains and all the poles far from the positive real plane) of the system.
VI. EXAMPLE: A THREE-PHASE GRID INVERTER WITH AN LCL FILTER
Similarly to the previous example, the root locus method for systems with complex coefficients has been used to compare two existing controllers for an LCL inverter and to propose an alternative control algorithm which is more robust in the presence of variations of the grid impedance.
The equations describing the dynamics of a three-phase inverter with an LCL filter in dq-coordinates are given in [33] and can be put in the form (22) 
where the state vector
T composed of the inverter-side currents i 1 , the grid-side currents i 2 , and the capacitor voltages v c , while
T is composed of the duty cycles u c (which act as a control input) and the grid voltages v g . The parameters R 1 and R 2 represent the losses at the inductors L 1 and L 2 , C is the capacitance of the filter, and V dc is the dc input voltage.
The open-loop dynamics can be written as ⎛
Treating v g as a disturbance (v g = 0),
and the (complex) transfer function of the system from the input u c to the output i 2 is
or, splitting into the real and imaginary parts, 
A. Conventional Current Controller
A classical approach for controlling the LCL three-phase inverter [33] is
where k P and k I are the control design parameters and i 
Note that, because the transfer function is real, the closed-loop system is decoupled. Since the number of branches of the root locus is 4 (Rule 1), conclusions from the root locus analysis are limited. However, using Rule 3, one finds that one of the roots converges to − kI kP , the other real root goes to infinity along the negative real axis, and two complex conjugate poles cross into the left half plane before reaching asymptotes at ±60
• . Fig. 6 shows the root locus. To maintain the stability of the system, the gain must be sufficiently small .
B. Weighted Average Current Control
The so-called weighted average current control (WACC) was proposed in [33] . The WACC scheme allows one to reduce the LCL filter from a third-order to first-order system under certain assumptions. The WACC control law is
where the weighted (complex) average current is defined by Assuming
the closed-loop polynomial becomes
In other words, two poles are fixed at the roots of
while two other poles are determined by
Due to the two poles fixed by (80), the root locus analysis reduces to the study of (81) which has real coefficients. Starting points are located at 0, −α and one of these poles goes to the zero at − kI kP , while the other pole goes to infinity along the negative real axis. There is no limit on the gains. The root locus shown in Fig. 7 (in green) for the WACC algorithm includes two complex poles, but they remain in the same position regardless of the control gain values due to colocation with zeros.
Assumption (78) is a significant issue with the WACC algorithm. More importantly, the benefits of the WACC are severely reduced for some types of parameter error, especially errors in the inductances L 1 and L 2 required for the calculation of i w . Indeed, assume that L 2 varies from its nominal value, but we keep in the controller (76) the estimated (and wrong) valueL 2 . Then,
where i w using (69) yields Fig. 8 . Root locus comparing the conventional controller (in blue), the WACC (in green), the WACC with wrong parameters (in red), the alternative controller (in magenta), and the alternative controller with wrong parameters (in cyan). The poles for k P = 14.4128 corresponding to the WACC and alternative controllers with wrong parameters are plotted with asterisks. Fig. 7 shows how the root locus of the WACC scheme (in red) changes with a variation L 2 . Unfortunately, the poles first move toward the right-half plane in this case, yielding a low gain limit guaranteeing stability. Note that the two complex poles are close to being but are not exact complex conjugates of each other, which explains the double peaking on the frequency domain observed in [33] . Also, one of the real poles now has a small imaginary component, and both real poles move slightly off the real axis.
C. Control Design in the Complex Domain
An alternate control law based on the two previous concepts is
which results in the transfer function (74) with Fig. 8 shows (in magenta) the root locus of the alternate control law, varying the gains k P and k I simultaneously. One of the real poles goes to the zero at − kI kP , the other real pole goes to infinity along the negative real axis, and two complex poles cross to the left-half plane before reaching asymptotes at ±60
• . Due to the feedback on i 1 , the complex poles start at a location farther in the left-half plane than for the conventional or WACC control law. Fig. 5 (in cyan) shows the root locus of the alternate control law when the inverter inductance L 2 = 0.7L 2 andL 2 is the nominal inductance used in the control law. Because of the difference, the poles are slightly shifted, but because the poles start farther in the left-half plane, the effect is not sufficient to cause instability. The poles for both WACC and the algorithm proposed in this section are plotted for a wrong parameter estimation ofL 2 and a control gain k P = 14.4128 in Fig. 5 with an asterisks. Note that the poles corresponding to the WACC algorithm turn to be unstable, but the new controller with the same gain remains stable.
D. Example Under Unbalanced Three-Phase Systems
The complex description proposed in Section III is most effective for balanced three-phase systems. However, the method proposed in this paper could be extended to unbalanced systems by splitting the three-phase system into the positive-and negative-sequence components of the voltage and current vectors. Then, the controller extends to a double control loop that independently controls the positive and the negative sequences.
The simulation results for a 30-kV inverter are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. A dual second-order generalized integratorfrequency locked loop (DSOGI-FLL) [34] has been implemented to detect the magnitude of the symmetrical components. Then, two control loops with the form (84) are used for controlling the positive and negative sequences. For the simulation test, the current references are set to i The simulation results show that the control design is robust against disturbances and is still valid for unbalanced threephase systems if the system is split into the symmetrical components. A further analysis on the whole unbalanced system is possible using complex transfer functions [10] .
VII. CONCLUSION
The symmetric properties of balanced three-phase systems make it possible to describe their dynamics using an equivalent transfer function with complex coefficients. In this paper, we showed that the use of complex root locus rules could help in the design of feedback systems. In particular, the use of complex coefficients in the controller opens up a new range of possibilities to shape the branches of the closed-loop root locus. The methodology was illustrated by using two examples: a DFIM and a three-phase LCL inverter.
Possible future works include the effect of unknown parameters and nonlinearities may perhaps be studied in the future using robust root locus methods [35] .
